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Figure 1: Procedure of an extended pull-out gesture. A user performs this gesture in three phases. During the targeting phase,
the user moves two ray-casting points projected from two fingers of the non-dominant hand (base-pointers) in such a manner
that the midpoint of the segment joining the two base-pointers (base-segment) lies on a target object (a). During the crossing
phase, the user crosses the base-segment (b) using the ray-cast point projected from a finger of the dominant hand (pulling-
pointer). During the pulling-out phase, the user manipulates the object by moving the base-pointers and the pulling-pointer
(c).

ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present a method that allows the users to manipu-
late a remote object on tabletops using an extended pull-out gesture.
The user performs the gesture by moving a ray-cast point projected
from the dominant hand between two ray-cast points projected
from the non-dominant hand. This allows the user to manipulate a
remote object on a tabletop in a similar manner to manipulating a
close object. We implemented a test system to the feasibility of our
method and we showed applications to manipulate a remote object.
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•Human-centered computing→User interface design;Graph-
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1 INTRODUCTION
A direct touch on a tabletop has a problem that a user cannot ma-
nipulate an object located outside a user’s reach (hereafter referred
to as a remote object) without moving closer to it. More specifically,
Toney and Thomas [15] reported that over 90% of direct touches
are constrained to a region extending up to 34 cm deep in front of
the user.

For this reason, several methods have been proposed for manip-
ulation of remote objects [1, 3, 11, 12, 14]. These methods expand
the user’s reach virtually, enabling the user to manipulate a remote
object (e.g., select, translate, rotate, scale, or all of them) without
moving any closer to it. However, they are not designed to provide
the user with command execution on a remote object, such as menu
selection or text entry on a remote text box. In contrast, systems
developed in other papers [5, 8] allow the user to execute such com-
mands on a remote object, although they require finger movements
that are different from the ones used to manipulate an object within
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the user’s reach (close object) via direct touch, requiring the user to
learn an additional method to use the system.

In this paper, we present a method that allows the user to ma-
nipulate a remote object on a tabletop (Figure 1). It adopts a ray-
casting based interaction employing an extended pull-out gesture.
The original pull-out gesture [17] is a bimanual multi-touch gesture
utilizing crossing [2] — the user performs it by moving a touch
point corresponding to the dominant hand between two touch
points corresponding to the non-dominant hand, which invokes a
widget containing commands on a tabletop. In contrast, the user
performs the extended pull-out gesture by moving a ray-cast point
(i.e., the intersection of a ray cast from a finger with the surface
of the tabletop) projected from the dominant hand between two
ray-cast points projected from the non-dominant hand. The user
can perform these gestures with pointer movements that are similar
to the usual finger movements required to manipulate a nearby
area via direct touch.

2 RELATEDWORK
Several methods to manipulate a remote object on a tabletop have
already been proposed. Parker et al. [12] presented a ray-casting
based method for selecting a remote object on a tabletop using a sty-
lus. Methods using multi-touch interaction have explored various
metaphors including a virtual mouse [5], a grabbing metaphor [1],
a portal metaphor [16], and a telescope of a remote area [8] to
manipulating a remote object or transferring a remote object to a
nearby area. Newn et al. [11] proposed a method of manipulating
a remote object by combining direct touch and gaze operations
that considered the characteristics of a user’s gaze onto a tabletop.
Among the methods using mid-air interaction, Pointable proposed
by Banerjee et al. [3], combines perspective-based pointing using
the index finger of the dominant hand with rotation and scaling
operations via movement of the non-dominant hand. Moreover,
Tochihara et al. [14] proposed a method utilizing multiple pointers
that can adjust a control-display (C-D) ratio with the heights of the
user’s hands from a tabletop.

Multi-pointer techniques using mid-air hand gestures also have
also been explored to manipulate large vertical displays [4, 10].
Banerjee et al. [4] compared some remote pointing techniques
performed using laser pointers and user’s fingers, in single and
multi-finger pointing interactions. Matulic et al. [10] evaluated the
performance of a multi-finger ray-casting design space, in which
each finger projects a ray onto a large screen, which forms point-
ers on the screen. The user can use these pointers to manipulate
the display from a distance. The authors also proposed the use
of positional relations for the pointers, which form 2 dimentional
geometric shapes (e.g., circle and rectangle), to execute various
commands.

Bezerianos et al. [6] proposed the vacuum, which employs a
circular widget that moves remote objects closer to itself. Further,
Stellmach et al. [13] proposed a method that manipulates an ob-
ject on a distant display by combining the user’s gaze and head
movements with direct touches on smartphones.

The extended pull-out gesture presented in this paper is a mid-air
gesture, which uses rays emitted from the user’s fingers similar
to [10]. However, in contrast to the aforementioned methods, our

method focuses on allowing the user to manipulate a remote object
on a tabletop by using finger movements that are similar to those
used to manipulate a nearby object.

3 RAY-CASTING BASED INTERACTION
USING AN EXTENDED PULL-OUT GESTURE

The titular method of this paper allows the user to manipulate a
remote object on a tabletop with the help of a ray-casting based
interaction using an extended pull-out gesture.

3.1 Extended Pull-Out Gesture
The user performs the extended pull-out gesture by moving ray-
cast points (i.e., the intersection of a ray cast from a finger with
the surface of the tabletop) according to the following procedure
(Figure 1):

a) During the targeting phase, the user moves two ray-casting
points projected from two fingers of the non-dominant hand
(base-pointers) in such a manner that the midpoint of the
segment joining the two base-pointers (base-segment) lies
on the target object.

b) During the crossing phase, the user crosses the base-segment
using a ray-cast point projected from a finger of the dominant
hand (pulling-pointer).

c) During the pulling-out phase, the usermanipulates the object
by moving the base-pointers and the pulling-pointer.

In the original pull-out gesture [17], which was designed for
touch-based interaction, the user could cancel a gesture by lifting
fingers of the non-dominant hand from the tabletop. However, the
user cannot cancel the extended pull-out gesture by same manner
since rays are permanently emitted from fingers. Hence, the user
can cancel a gesture by moving the base-pointers closer with each
other than a threshold.

3.2 Merits
This design allows the user to manipulate a remote object by using
an extended pull-out gesture in a manner that is similar to the ma-
nipulation of a close object using the original pull-out gesture, as
the pointer movements in both cases are identical.

The extended pull-out gesture has variants similar to those of
the original one. For example, the number of crossings, crossings
with multiple pulling-pointers or expansion of the base-segment
to other geometrical shapes can be considered [9, 10, 17]. Such
variants allow the assignment of various functions to the pull-out
gestures.

Moreover, both the extended and the original pull-out gestures
use distinctive finger movements. Thus, those gestures are unlikely
to occur unintentionally or conflict with other touch and mid-air
gestures. Consequently, the extended pull-out gesture has the poten-
tial to coexist with other systems of gestures.

4 APPLICATIONS
In this section, we present applications of the extended pull-out
gesture.
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4.1 Pull-Out Menu
A pull-out menu is a menuwhose size and orientation are adjustable
that can be invoked by an extended pull-out gesture. While pulling
out the menu, the users can adjust the menu size by varying the
length of the base-segment and orientation by varying the direction
of the pulling pointer with respect to the midpoint of the base-
segment (Figure 2). When the menu is fully pulled-out, its size
becomes fixed, and its position follows the position of the base-
segment. An item in the pulled-out menu can be selected by the
crossing the pulling-pointer.

This design enables each user surrounding a tabletop to adjust
the menu orientation and size for ease of manipulation. Moreover,
in situations in which the user accesses a menu for a remote object,
the user can move the menu closer by moving the base-pointers.

4.2 Object Translation, Rotation, and Scaling
An extended pull-out gesture can be used for translation, rotation,
and scaling operations. When a user performs an extended pull-
out gesture on an object, it follows the translation, rotation, and
scaling of the base-segment. The user can terminate this operation
by recrossing the base-segment with the pulling-pointer.

4.3 Pull-Out Keyboard
A user can invoke a pull-out keyboard by performing an extended
pull-out gesture on a text box (Figure 3a) to enter a text in the
text box. The user can move the keyboard simply by moving the
pointers. The keyboard can be pinned by touching and releasing the
fingers on a tabletop (Figure 3b). The pinned keyboard functions
as a software keyboard that can be typed on using touch, and is
closed by pressing the close button.

5 TEST SYSTEM
To demonstrate the viability of our method, we implemented a
test system consisting of a motion capture system (Optitrack Flex
3; 6 cameras) to track the user’s fingers and a tabletop display
(Panasonic TH-50PH12). Retroreflective markers were attached to
the user’s wrists and fingers, as shown in Figure 4 to carry out the

ABC

pull-out menu

Figure 2: Pull-out menus. Users surrounding a tabletop can
pull out menus simultaneously. Each user can adjust the
size and orientation of the menus to enable comfortable use
from the user’s position.

text box

pull-out keyboard
a

b

Figure 3: A pull-out keyboard. a) A user invokes a keyboard
on a text box. b) The user pulls in a keyboard and pins it.

ba

Figure 4: Test system. a) Marker arrangements on the hands
and fingers. b) A user performs a pull-out gesture using the
test system.

demonstration For the test implementation, the number of rays was
restricted to three — one ray cast from the dominant hand and two
rays cast from the non-dominant hand to stabilize the tracking as
the number of available cameras was limited. The ray cast from each
finger was engineered to be emitted from the metacarpophalangeal
joint of the finger in the direction of its fingertip, identical to the
set-up developed in [10].

The system applied 1 € filters [7] to reduce the jitter caused by
trembling of hands and fingers. Specifically, the system dynamically
increased the coefficients of the filters when the length of the ray
increased or when the angle between the ray and the display de-
creased because the jitter of a pointer tends to become larger. This
also contributes to decreased delays in pointer movement when
the user manipulates a nearby area.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
We presented a method that allows the user to manipulate a remote
object on a tabletop using an extended pull-out gesture. The user
performs the gesture by moving a ray-cast point projected from
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the dominant hand between two ray-cast points projected from the
non-dominant hand. Our method provides the user to manipulate a
remote object and close object in a similar manner. We implemented
a test system to confirm the feasibility of our method and exhibited
possible applications using the extended pull-out gesture, e.g. the
pull-out menu and the pull-out keyboard.

We plan to conduct user studies to evaluate the performance
of the extended pull-out gesture and its applications in the future.
Further, we plan to test the feasibility of our method in different
situations and with different situations, such as large vertical dis-
plays. Additionally, we plan to develop a version using a markerless
motion capture system to make the implementation of our method
more practical.
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